ABSTRACT

There is a growing need to develop effective interaction methods that enable a single operator to manage a team of multiple robots. This paper presents a novel approach that involves treating the team as a moldable volume, in which deformations of the volume correspond to changes in team shape. The team possesses a level of autonomy that allows the team to travel to and surround buildings of interest in a patrol and cordon scenario. During surround mode, the operator explores or manipulates the team shape to create desired formations around a building. A spacing interaction method also allows the operator to adjust how robots are spaced within the current shape. Separate haptic feedback is developed for each method to allow the operator to “feel” the shape or spacing manipulation. During travel mode, the operator chooses desired travel locations and receives feedback to help identify how and where the team travels. Results from a user study suggest that haptic feedback significantly improves operator performance in a reconnaissance task when task demand is higher, but may slightly increase operator workload. In the context of the experimental setup, these results suggest that haptic feedback may contribute to heads-up control of a team of autonomous robots. There were no significant differences in levels of situation awareness due to haptic feedback in this study.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are many current and future scenarios in which a human must manage a team of robots. Potential scenarios include wilderness search-and-rescue [9], rescue operations in buildings damaged by fire or earthquake [1, 13], searching buildings by law enforcement agencies [10], pollution monitoring and clean-up [11], and military patrol and cordon operations in an urban environment [17]. In each scenario, the robot team serves as an extension of the operator’s ability to gather information in complex and often dangerous environments. Enabling the human operator to manage the robot team in an intuitive, effective, and time-efficient manner is therefore critical to the success of operations involving robot teams.

A common approach in controlling autonomous robots (in use by current military, law enforcement, and search-and-rescue agencies) is for a single robot to be controlled and monitored by one or many human operators (see, for example, [20]). This interaction model is clearly not ideal if the objective of employing autonomous robots is to augment the capabilities of humans and maximize the information-gathering capabilities of the team [8, 26]. A preferable interaction model is for a single human operator to control multiple autonomous robots [12, 16, 19]. The effectiveness of such an approach is limited by the operator’s ability to command the actions of multiple agents and receive information about the state of the robot team, while accomplishing a primary task, whether it be search-and-rescue, surveillance, etc.

When the robot team possesses appropriate autonomy for the given scenario, the problem becomes one of “team management” rather than “robot control,” enabling the operator to focus on task objectives and interpretation of gathered data, rather than on the robots. With the proper management interface, the operator is able to devote more attention and resources to a primary task and remain “heads-up” while managing the team. In this paper, “heads-up” refers to having a sufficient level of competency in a single task to focus visual attention elsewhere on other important tasks. An operator who is “heads-down” tends to focus solely on a single task and may experience difficulty in responding quickly or accurately to additional tasks that require visual attention. In a human-robot interaction scenario, this could occur when an operator is so focused on a graphical user interface that awareness of surroundings or response to incoming commands is degraded. While considering a single-operator-multiple-robot interaction, enabling the operator to achieve heads-up control is challenging.

In general, when multiple tasks demand attention from the same sensory channel, interference can degrade performance or possibly result in task overload [27]. The operator’s ability to multi-task can improve with the use of a multimodal interface, using both visual and haptic feedback. Haptic feedback has been shown to reduce collisions when piloting individual robotic vehicles [5, 23], and provide a sense
of team-level properties when managing multiple robots [21, 22, 24, 25]. There are, however, possible drawbacks to using haptic feedback, as it has been shown to increase operator workload in some studies [14, 15].

The objective of the present work is to investigate the effects of haptic feedback on heads-up control, situation awareness (SA), and workload while managing a small team of robots in reconnaissance and surveillance tasks. A user study was conducted to verify the effectiveness of this approach in completion of a primary task, and quantify its effects on operator workload, situation awareness, and other measures.

2. ROBOT BEHAVIORS

In this work, a simulated team of robots is managed in a military patrol and cordon exercise, in which the robot team must autonomously travel between specified locations (patrol) and surround buildings (cordon), although the interaction approach will be generalizable to other scenarios that require a human operator to control the movement and distribution of autonomous robots. The individual and team behaviors of the robots in this work were developed in [2, 3]; an overview of those behaviors is given in this section. In this scenario, the operator uses the team to search around buildings of interest in an urban environment. Only the exterior regions of the building are considered while searching. The robots are modeled as autonomous, omni-directional agents, and for simplicity, their movement is planar in x and y.

There are two modes available to the team, travel and surround. Graphs are used to describe the relationships between robots, with each robot corresponding to a node in the graph. An example formation for each mode is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Travel (left) and surround (right) modes. Individual circles are graph nodes (robots), and colored lines are graph connections. Travel mode is represented by a tree formation. Surround mode is represented as a spanning ring formation around one building.](image)

A travel is used when the team is traveling between buildings, and represents the patrol action. In travel mode, the team formation is governed by the graph connections, where each robot follows another lead robot. This allows the robots to obey forces that repel them from the current building and travel to a new one. The resulting swarm behavior is that of a spanning forest, where the graph connections can be traced to one or two robots that lead the team in the direction of travel. The robots attempt to stay close together until a nearby building is identified, at which point the surround mode is enabled.

A surround is used when the team is surrounding a building, and represents the cordon action. In surround mode, the model determines a surrounding shape and the team forms a spanning ring around a building. The team can successfully surround buildings of convex or concave geometry. Transitions between these two modes are handled by the robot behaviors model. In either mode, robots are attracted to nearby buildings, but repelled by building boundaries to prevent the team from passing through buildings.

3. HUMAN-TEAM INTERACTION

Several interaction methods were developed to allow a single operator to manage a team of robots. Some methods are enabled by default and others are enabled by engaging buttons on a haptic interface. The physics of each interaction method are explained in detail to provide insight into the underlying haptic sensations, thereby giving greater substance to the corresponding human interaction.

3.1 Modeling Clay: A Haptic Metaphor

In a brainstorming breakout session at the 2012 AAAI Fall Symposium on Human Control of Biological Swarms, a breakout group developed the idea of using a deformable medium, such as modeling clay, as a “joystick” to command the distribution of large-scale swarm-like teams of homogeneous vehicles. Diana et al. [7] demonstrated a molding scheme in which an operator formed modeling clay into various shapes in the view of an overhead camera and a team of robots replicated the formation commanded by the shaped clay. We modify the modeling clay metaphor so that a human can shape the distribution of robot teams by manipulating a virtual deformable volume through stretching, pulling and other operations. The modeling clay metaphor forms the basis for the haptic sensations that the user feels while distributing the robot team. Note that, unlike the work in [7], physical modeling clay is not used in our method; the concept and physics of modeling clay are used to generate the visual and haptic representation of the robot team.

3.2 Force Node Network

In surround mode, virtual modeling clay is modeled discretely by placing potential force field spheres at the location of each robot in the spanning ring and at multiple points between robots. In essence, these potential spheres form the nodes of a “force graph” on which the haptic interaction forces and graphical representation of the deformable volume are based. An example of how the force nodes span between robots is shown in Figure 2. Notice that some force nodes are specifically assigned to a robot location. A virtual haptic cursor is also displayed to the operator that maps to physical haptic device movement.

To provide a dynamic system that the operator can manipulate, the potential spheres also form the mass nodes of a virtual mass-spring-damper network. Virtual frictional forces are also used to model plastic deformation of the volume. Each force node in the network is positioned a distance \( \delta \text{spacing} = r_n / 4 \) from neighboring nodes, where \( r_n \) is the node radius. In other words, nodes are placed close enough together to cause eight consecutive nodes to overlap. This provides sufficient node density for compelling haptic interaction and responsive team interaction. Parameter values for mass, spring, and damping constants were subjectively chosen to allow each node to maintain sufficient distance relative to neighboring nodes, stabilize the network, and create a distinguishable volume with which to interact. Each
Figure 2: Force nodes (light blue) form a spanning ring shape after the team (dark blue) has surrounded a building. The haptic cursor (gray) is controlled by the operator.

node has a z-position of zero, such that one hemisphere is above the ground surface, and the other hemisphere is below the surface. The deformable ring naturally maps to the spanning ring in surround mode, and can be mapped to the spanning forest in travel mode; see sections 3.3 and 3.4. The deformable ring forms the basis for computing the haptic feedback force felt by the operator.

3.3 Surround Interaction

In surround mode, there are three types of interaction modes with corresponding force feedback algorithms. They are shape exploration, shape manipulation, and spacing manipulation. Each mode is designed to encourage collective, team-level control, rather than micromanagement of each robot.

3.3.1 Shape Exploration

This mode allows the user to explore the shape of the robot team without influencing it. The force nodes are fixed and the operator cannot cause them to move during contact, but force feedback is still provided. The force feedback is computed as a function of penetration distance on each of the nodes with which there is contact. Thus, the nodal force feedback during this mode is given by

\[ f_n = - \sum_{n=1}^{N} k_n e_n, \]  

(1)

where \( k_n \) is the node stiffness coefficient and \( e_n \) is the penetration vector for the \( n \)-th contacted node. Contact between the haptic cursor and virtual ground surface results in a ground feedback force, \( f_g \). The total haptic feedback force in shape exploration is then

\[ F_{sh} = f_g + f_n. \]  

(2)

The nodal force \( f_n \) allows the user to feel the team distribution. The ground-plane force \( f_g \) provides a virtual fixture that enables the user to easily keep the haptic cursor in the same plane as the robot team, making exploration of the team’s shape more convenient. A visualization of the feedback produced by coming in contact with a set of fixed force nodes is shown in Figure 3.

3.3.2 Shape Manipulation

During shape manipulation, the network nodes are allowed to move in response to contact from the haptic cursor, as shown in Figure 4. The motion of the nodes is calculated from the governing equations of a mass-spring-damper network. The robot positions are updated from the adjusted robot node positions. This method allows the operator to quickly adjust the shape of the robot team without needing to interact with each robot individually.

\[ F_{sh} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} f_n. \]  

The nodal force \( f_n \) allows the user to interact with the shape and exert forces on the network that exceed the frictional forces, which are included to simulate plastic deformation, in which the force nodes remain in a location even when the haptic cursor is no longer exerting a force on the network.

3.3.3 Spacing Manipulation

The autonomous behavior of the team creates an initially uniform distribution, meaning that each robot maintains an equal distance from neighboring robots throughout the spanning ring shape. Spacing manipulation mode allows the operator to adjust inter-robot distances, moving them closer together in some portions of the shape and farther away from each other in others. The method allows the operator to simply gesture toward a set of robots in the team with the haptic cursor, causing robots to concentrate more (decrease spacing) in the direction of cursor movement relative to them.

Figure 3: The haptic feedback force, \( f_n \), is produced due to interaction between the haptic cursor and several force nodes.

Figure 4: Adjusted team shape, showing previous (orange) and current (dark blue) robot positions. The operator experiences a feedback force, \( F_{sh} \).
to the team’s center. An example of spacing manipulation is shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5: Adjusted team spacing, showing previous (orange) and current (dark blue) robot positions as a result of moving the haptic cursor away from the center of the formation. The robot spacing is a function of the location of the haptic cursor within the manipulation boundary (green).](image)

Since each robot is assigned a node in the network, neighboring nodes act as potential new locations for each robot. The robot spacing within the shape is modeled as a set of equilibrium distances, $L_i$, that act in the discrete space of the nodal network. Given a team of $M$ robots, the equilibrium distance $L_i$ is assigned to the space between the $i$-th and the $i+1$-th robots, and the $M$-th and 1st robots share $L_M$. These distances determine how the robots are distributed within the shape, irrespective of the dynamics that govern the shape in a more continuous environmental space. Nodal network properties such as total perimeter, $P_n$, and center of mass, $C_n$, are used to adjust these distances based on cursor location. The initial equilibrium distance is $L_0 = P_n/M$ and each equilibrium distance is governed by the relationship $L_i = \rho_i L_0$, where $\rho_i$ is an equilibrium distance factor.

As the cursor moves a distance $r$ away from $C_n$, the robot with closest proximity to the cursor is denoted robot $c$. The equilibrium distance factor for this robot is set first and is given by

$$\rho_c = \begin{cases} 1 & r < r_{\text{min}} \\ 1 - 0.75 \frac{r_{\text{max}} - r}{r_{\text{max}} - r_{\text{min}}} & r_{\text{min}} \leq r \leq r_{\text{max}}, \\ 0.25 & r > r_{\text{max}} \end{cases}$$

where $r_{\text{max}}$ is the distance from $C_n$ to robot furthest away from $C_n$ and $r_{\text{min}} = 0.25r_{\text{max}}$. From there, other factors are calculated as

$$\rho_i = \rho_c + \frac{4(1 - \rho_c)}{M} n,$$

where $n$ is the minimum number of robot nodes away from robot $c$. Equation (3) ensures that $\sum_{i=1}^{M} L_i = P_n$, which is to be expected.

The total distance between robot nodes, $d_i$, is the sum of the distances between neighboring nodes that connect one robot node to another. Robot nodes transfer to neighboring nodes in order to maintain $|L_i - d_i| < 0.25L_i$. This tolerance allows for a range of distances to acquire equilibrium and prevent desired robot positions from switching unnecessarily between neighboring nodes. Due to the finite amount of nodes in the network, robot node positions simply establish the desired positions of robots. The continuous dynamic motion is handled separately by applying forces to the robots and guiding them directly to these positions.

When this type of manipulation is enabled, a force, $f_s$, is produced that is directed toward $C_n$, proportional to the cursor’s distance away from $C_n$, such that

$$f_s = k_s(C_n - p_{\text{cursor}}) - b_s v_{\text{cursor}},$$

where $k_s$ is the spacing force stiffness coefficient, $b_s$ is the damping coefficient, and $p_{\text{cursor}}$ and $v_{\text{cursor}}$ are the position and velocity of the haptic cursor, respectively. This feedback is designed to give the operator a sense of the gesture direction relative to the team by modeling the force as a virtual spring that connects the cursor to the team’s center-of-mass. The magnitude also informs the operator of the strength of the spacing adjustment in that direction. As the operator may become gesturing toward various sections of the team shape, a damping force is provided to prevent the device motions from being too abrupt. This damping effect also helps the device feel more like a grounded joystick rather than a free-moving cursor. The ground force feedback is also active in this mode, so the total feedback force felt by the operator will then be

$$F_s = f_y + f_z.$$  (5)

### 3.4 Travel Interaction

Travel interaction allows the operator to move the team from one building to another. The haptic feedback is divided into relative travel and shape exploration forces, which are explained in the following sections.

#### 3.4.1 Relative Travel

The relative travel force occurs while the team is traveling between buildings. It activates once the travel position is being chosen, and deactivates once the team has switched to surround mode. The relative travel force is

$$f_r = k_r(C_n - p_{\text{cursor}}) - b_r v_{\text{cursor}},$$

where $k_r$ is the relative travel stiffness coefficient and $b_r$ is the relative travel damping coefficient. Similarly to the feedback force provided during a spacing manipulation, a small level of damping is used to stabilize the cursor motion while choosing a travel position. The total haptic feedback force felt by the operator during relative travel is then

$$F_r = f_y + f_z.$$  (7)

This force is designed to help the operator gain a sense for the relative distance between the cursor and the team. The force is strong enough to guide the device toward the team location, but not strong enough to prevent the operator from moving the device as desired. With training, the operator may interpret these forces to gain a better sense for where and how the team is traveling. Figure 6 shows the process of sending a travel command to the team. The user selects a location by pressing a travel button on the haptic interface. The team moves to that location and the
operator experiences the relative travel force from the device as the team travels. This discrete command process is used rather than continuously “dragging” the team via velocity commands so that the operator can use the time on more urgent tasks while relying on the autonomous behavior of the team to complete the travel motion.

3.4.2 Shape Exploration

During travel mode, the operator may explore the overall shape of the team by coming in contact with the traveling force nodes. The nodal network is created similar to surround mode, except, in travel mode, a convex hull [6] is formed around the team and forms an outer boundary that represents the overall team shape.

Since robots are also positioned within the nodal network, a virtual surface is needed to enclose the shape formed by the nodal network. This virtual surface lies tangent with the top of the nodes and within the convex hull. When the cursor comes into contact with this surface, an additional force is produced to simulate an enclosed volume. To help visualize this force, a side-view of the nodal network is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Side-view of interaction with convex hull surface during travel mode.

Similar to the ground force, the convex hull surface is modeled as a flat, stiff surface. The force produced when the haptic cursor comes into contact with this surface is

$$f_c = -k_c e_c,$$

where $k_c$ is the convex hull stiffness coefficient and $e_c$ is the penetration vector into the bounding surface.

The force produced by contacting the force nodes, $f_n$, is given in Equation 1 and the relative travel force is also in effect, so the total haptic feedback force felt by the operator during travel shape exploration is

$$F_t = F_r + f_n + f_c.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

4. USER STUDY

Past research has shown interest in military-based scenarios that require a single operator to teleoperate one or more robots while performing other mission-related tasks [4]. A user study was conducted to examine the effects of haptic feedback on an operator’s ability to manage a robot team while performing several tasks. The study primarily focuses on how the presence of haptic feedback affects operator performance, whether the operator uses some or all interaction methods available.

4.1 Experimental Apparatus

A simulation system was designed as a means to experimentally determine how well an operator can manage a team of robots while being required to perform additional mission-related tasks and switch attention between multiple displays. Each participant used a dual-monitor, multimodal workstation as shown in Figure 8. The Novint Falcon desktop haptic device was placed to the right of the monitors and is the primary controller used during the simulation. The operator uses a dominant hand to control the Falcon and a non-dominant hand to enter keyboard input.

Figure 8: Dual-monitor, multimodal workstation with Novint Falcon desktop haptic device.

4.1.1 Task Description

The operator has two main tasks, which are: (1) Continuously search for and find as many hotspots as possible and (2) Respond to and follow incoming messages. The primary task involves manipulating team shape and spacing in order to maximize the number of hotspots being uncovered. Hotspots are points of interest in the environment, used to simulate a simple reconnaissance task. The operator is only concerned with locating and uncovering hidden hotspots and not in interpreting their meaning. Past research has used hidden points in an environment as a means of measuring team coverage [21]. The operator is provided a sensor reading for each robot. The strength and location
of the sensor readings in the environment are used to locate hotspots. Hotspots are hidden in groups of one, two or three, which all need to be detected within a short window of time for the group to be counted as found. This requires the operator to make a specific formation in order to detect and find all the hotspots in each group. For each environment, the percentage of hotspots found is used as the main measure for primary task performance.

Hotspots are detected by means of a sensor attached to each robot. Each sensor reading is binary, in that it has only two possible outcomes, detection or no detection. A true positive detection occurs when a reading is obtained while a hotspot is within sensor range. The true positive rate, $p_t$, is modeled probabilistically with a Gaussian distribution from the location of the sensor, given by

$$p_t = p_{min} + (p_{max} - p_{min})e^{-d^2/\sigma^2}, \quad (10)$$

where $p_{min}$ is a minimum true positive rate, $p_{max}$ is a maximum true positive rate, $d$ is the euclidean distance from the sensor and $\sigma$ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian curve. With $r_{sensor}$ being the range of the sensor, the standard deviation was chosen to be $\sigma = r_{sensor}/3$. Sensor readings are not always indicative of nearby hotspots. A false positive detection occurs when a reading is obtained while no hotspots are in range. The false positive rate, $p_f$, is another predetermined constant. Values given to the mentioned constants are $p_{min} = 0.50$, $p_{max} = 0.80$, and $p_f = 0.10$.

The secondary task involves an incoming message feed, which has been preprogrammed to display messages that are timed with the simulation. The operator is asked to respond to incoming messages, which include relocation instructions, search suggestions and probing SA questions to measure the operator’s level of SA. The operator responds to relocation instructions and search suggestions by managing the team accordingly. A typed numerical response is required to respond to SA questions.

### 4.1.2 Multitasking and Heads-up Awareness

Given a single viewpoint of an environment, while it is most convenient and realistic to concentrate all visual information on a single display, our simulator splits information across multiple displays in order to simulate a less than ideal case. For example, robot state information is shown on the main team display, while sensor readings are shown on a second display. Although the user may desire those two pieces of information to be visually displayed on the same screen, they are separated to simulate a situation in which the operator needs to be aware of surroundings rather than being heads-down in the team display. In a practical scenario, unlike this experimental scenario, additional events that may require the operator’s attention may include video surveillance, mission planning, mission-related discussions with other people or interruptions due to emergency. Since many of these more realistic scenarios require additional training, a simple division of information was preferred and remains ecologically viable.

It has been posited that the presence of haptic feedback will have a positive effect on an operator’s performance while placed in this multitasking scenario. Therefore, experimental comparisons need to be made to test this claim. In situations where task demand is low, it is expected to see little difference between measurements between the presence and absence of haptic feedback. When more task demand is placed on the operator, it is expected that task performance will decrease, SA may decrease and workload may increase as compared to when task demand is lower. If haptic feedback has an influence on the experimental measures, there should be a noticeable difference between the presence and absence of haptic feedback while observing results from environments with high or low task demand.

### 4.2 Experimental Design

The user study was designed as a full two-factorial experiment with factors being haptic feedback (no haptics/haptics) and world difficulty (easy/hard). Two easy worlds and two hard worlds were developed to accommodate all the combinations of factors and levels. A pilot study was performed to tune the difficulty of the hard worlds until a noticeable difference was seen in task performance between easy and hard worlds. The hard worlds were more difficult in that they required the operator to find more hotspots in the same amount of time. The combinations of factors and levels were balanced by each world type of equal difficulty to prevent one world type from being paired with haptics or no haptics.

The experiment was held in the MAGICC Lab on Brigham Young University (BYU) campus and there were a total of 19 participants in the study, of which three were female. The ages of participants ranged from 21 to 30, with an average age of 25. Prior to participation in the study, each participant was given enough time to review and sign a consent form. The purpose of the study was explained in general terms and participants were ensured that they were not required to have any previously knowledge of human-robot interaction to successfully complete the study. Each participant was seated in front of the multimodal workstation shown in Figure 8. The participant took about thirty minutes to complete a tutorial and two practice sessions with and without haptic feedback. Up to that point, the participant could ask any questions about the haptic controller, the simulator or the task description.

The remaining four sessions were each six minutes long and were used to collect experimental data. A pseudo-random ordering of the combinations of factors and levels were used to eliminate the effects of ordering in the data. During each session, the participant managed a team of 10 robots to perform the required tasks. Upon completion of each session, the participant reported NASA TLX workload ratings. Workload weightings were reported after all sessions had been completed. Immediately following the last session, each participant also completed an exit questionnaire to document a preference toward haptic feedback. Each participant was asked to rate their preference between 1 (not preferred) and 5 (preferred) on the use of haptic feedback while adjusting shape, adjusting spacing, traveling and overall preference.

### 5. RESULTS

This section details key results from the user study. A more comprehensive list of results and analysis can be found in [18]. A mixed models analysis of variance (ANOVA) with blocking on subject was used to determine significant effects on several measures of interest using a significance level of 0.05. Interactions between factors and levels were considered first, and then general effects were considered second if no interactions were significant. Combinations of factors are
listed as “NE” for no haptics (No) in an easy world, “YE” for haptics (Yes) in an easy world, “NH” for no haptics in a hard world, and “YH” for haptics in a hard world.

5.1 Task Performance

There was a significant interaction between haptic feedback and world difficulty for percent hotspots found ($F(1, 18) = 4.94$, $p = 0.039$). There was no significant difference in interaction between haptic feedback and no haptic feedback in the easy world, but haptic feedback did improve performance overall (NE-YE mean = -4.805). This suggests that haptic feedback provides a relatively small advantage in finding hotspots when task demand is low.

When comparing haptic feedback with no haptic feedback in the hard world, the presence of haptic feedback significantly improved the operator’s ability to find hotspots, as shown in Figure 9. Additional measures also showed that the operator was more effective at finding hotspots with shape manipulation than spacing manipulation. Shape manipulation was also most effective with haptic feedback. Results from the post-experiment questionnaire showed that on average, participants preferred the use of haptic feedback overall (rating of 3.7 on a scale from 1 to 5), which is consistent with statistical results.

Measures such as reaction time and response accuracy were used to determine how well the operator responded to incoming messages that defined the secondary task. There were no significant effects due to haptic feedback or world difficulty on secondary task performance. This is not a surprising result because haptic feedback did not directly benefit the operator in responding to incoming messages. It was, however, hoped that there would be some significant difference overall when participants were provided haptic feedback.

5.2 Situation Awareness

There was a significant difference to SA accuracy score due to world difficulty, but not due to haptic feedback. When having the operator give responses to questions of equal difficulty between easy and hard worlds, there was a significantly higher score in the easy world than compared to the hard world. This suggests that the operator had greater task awareness in the easy world because those responses were more accurate, as shown in Figure 10.

The SA accuracy score is averaged with the SA response time score to produce the total SA score. Based on these results, the SA accuracy score is useful in measuring key aspects of SA that are not covered by the SA response time measure. There is a slight trend that suggests that haptic feedback may increase SA (N-Y mean = -2.501), but is not significant enough to draw conclusions. These results do suggest, however, that haptic feedback does not have a negative effect on the operator’s SA accuracy, which is an advantage of its incorporation with the presented interaction methods.

5.3 NASA TLX Workload

The NASA TLX workload measure returned with significant interaction between haptic feedback and world difficulty ($F(1, 18) = 5.19$, $p = 0.035$). Only one significant difference was found between haptics in the easy world and haptics in the hard world, which can be seen in Figure 11. This suggests that workload increases when managing the team in a harder world, which is to be expected due to a higher task demand. When task demand is kept low, as is the case in an easy world, the operator workload is lower and the presence of haptic feedback has little effect.

There is a slight increase in workload when comparing haptics to no haptics in the hard world (NH-YH mean = -4.757). This difference, however, is not statistically significant and may even be caused by inconsistency of ratings between sessions or a misinterpretation of subscale definitions by participants.
6. DEMONSTRATION MINI-STUDY

Due to the significance of the results from the user study, a short experiment was also conducted to investigate the effects of visual feedback on operator performance with haptic feedback enabled. The aim was to investigate differences in task performance when the operator has obscured vision of the team. The experimental design is identical to the previous experiment, except only the team display is used and sensor readings are shown with team positions. Only 7 individuals were used in this experiment and no statistical analysis was performed.

Results show that with haptic feedback, the operator is able to manage the team and achieve close to the same level of performance without visual feedback of robot positions. As shown in Figure 12, participants performed better with visual feedback enabled. Without visual feedback, haptic feedback still provided enough information for participants to score within 2% in the easy world and 6% in the hard world on average. Workload scores only increased by 1.7% in the easy world and 5% in the hard world without visual feedback. These results complement those of the previous experiment in that haptic feedback does help to improve the operator’s heads-up awareness.

![Figure 12: Boxplots for percent hotspots found, showing median values (red), interquartile ranges (blue) and a single outlier (red).](image)

7. CONCLUSIONS

This work presents novel team interaction methods that are based on a modeling clay metaphor. The proposed methods allow a single operator to make intentional, global adjustments to the robot team by treating it as virtual clay. This was made possible by the high level of autonomy that the robots possess. The haptic channel was utilized to improve the virtual clay sensation as perceived by the operator and reduce the amount of information that needed to be visually processed.

A multimodal simulation system was developed as an experimental test bed to investigate the effects of haptic feedback on operator performance, SA and workload. Overall, the results show that haptic feedback significantly improves the operator’s ability to find hotspots when task demand is higher. The operator may have used the haptic feedback to more quickly orient the haptic cursor relative to the team in preparation for the next manipulation. Since haptic feedback allows the operator to feel the shape instead of just see it, the operator could look at the sensor readings on the secondary display without even looking at the primary display for periods of time. Observations of the participants’ performance throughout the experiment also validate these conclusions. It is clear that haptic feedback did improve performance, and since haptic feedback provides operators with team information without binding them to a visual display, this encourages a more heads-up approach. This improved performance shows that heads-up control of the team can be more easily achieved with haptic feedback than without it.

In the current setup, there were no significant benefits to using haptic feedback during spacing manipulation or travel mode. Haptic feedback likely made no difference in travel mode due to the simplicity of the travel objective. Ultimately, the results from the experiment show that under a higher task demand, haptic feedback made it easier for the operator to maintain heads-up control and achieve a greater level of performance as defined by this specific experimental simulation. Results from the mini-study also suggest that heads-up control can be achieved by means of haptic feedback even without visual feedback. Treating the team as virtual clay shows promise as an interaction model and may be suitable for many other human-swarm interaction scenarios. It is not presumed that this will always be the case, but it is hoped that these results will be useful in the development of future interfaces.

Although there were some improvements in SA score with haptic feedback, they were not significant. The only significant differences to SA score were due to world difficulty level. This does, however, suggest that the chosen SA measurement technique produces SA scores that reflect the expected trend for an operator’s SA. The results also show a slight increase in operator workload with haptic feedback, using the NASA TLX measure, but the results were not statistically significant. Given the significant improvement in task performance, however, this trade-off may still be acceptable. With training, haptic feedback can be used to improve operator performance, especially when coupled with an intuitive interaction model such as the proposed virtual clay model.

Future work may include comparing the proposed interaction methods to existing methods to determine whether benefits of haptic feedback can be generalized to all types of interaction. Work could also be done to adjust interaction methods and feedback parameters to optimize user experience and provide more effective feedback. The modeling clay metaphor was used in this work to represent team shape in either surround or travel modes. In developing additional interaction methods, one might consider using this metaphor in other ways such as making topological changes or managing multiple teams at once.
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